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An Automatic Performance Model-based Scheduling Tool for Coupled Climate System Models

Abstract

The prediction of the climate system is highly depended on the efficient integration of observations and simulations of the Earth. This is regarded as a canonical example of the cyber-physical system. The climate system model, the simulation engine in this cyber-physical system, is one of most challenging applications in scientific computing. It utilizes the multi-physics simulation that couples multiple components, conducts decadal to millennium simulations, and has long been an important application on supercomputers. However, current climate system models suffer from the inefficient task scheduling methods resulting in an intolerable simulation time. Take the Community Earth System Model (CESM), the most widely used climate system model, as an example, one major reason that CESM suffers from bad performances is the huge overhead to rationally distribute processes among the coupled heterogeneous components. According to the report of NCAR, every percent improvement in CESM performance frees up to the equivalent of $250,000 in computing resources in their scientific experiments. To address such challenge, our paper firstly constructs a lightweight and accurate performance model for effectively capturing and predicting the heterogeneous time-to-solution performance of end-to-end CESM components with a given simulation configuration. Then, based on the performance model, we further propose an efficient scheduling strategy based on rectangular packing method to determine the best process layout among different components, and the process numbers assigned to each component. Our evaluations show that we can achieve 58% average run time reductions on CESM comparing to the widely used sequential process layout for a scale of 144 to 480 cores on typical CPU
clusters. And we can save 4 million CPU hours when we conduct one standard scientific experiment (a 2870-year simulation), which equals to save $40,089 with a charge of $0.01 per CPU hour. Meanwhile, 26% extra performance improvements could also be gained in our methods comparing to the heuristic branch and bound algorithm with the guidance of the known curve-fitting performance model.
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1. **Introduction**

Scenes of flooding and storms show us just how much weather and climate can affect our lives. Understanding and predicting how the weather and climate will change over the next century is of vital importance for both our economy and society [1]. The climate system model is regarded as the most critical and complicated component in the observation-simulation integration system nowadays [2–6]. The physical procedures, such as fluid-dynamical, physical, and biological procedures, and software components are deeply intertwined and each component can be performed on different spatial and temporal scales, exhibiting multiple and distinct behavioral modalities [7, 8]. Therefore, the coupled climate system model is taken as one of biggest and complicated cyber-physical system (CPS) [9].

As the coupled climate model has been developing rapidly in recent years [10] [11], the problem of ineffective using of modern computing platforms has been revealed. It is because each component is developed independently as stand-alone parallel models following diversified development roadmaps and heterogeneous time-to-solution performance characteristics. In recent decades, we can see quite a lot of work on accelerating climate simulation speed, such as the efforts on GRAPES [12], CAM-SE [13], AGCM [14], GFDL [15], POP [16], CICE [17] and CESM [18]. Even though with the efforts above, every percent of the climate simulations’ improvement in time-to-solution performance frees
up to the equivalent of $250,000 in computing resources according to the report of NCAR [10]. One major reason for such issue is due to the huge overhead to rationally distribute processes among the coupled heterogeneous components.

Thus an efficient scheduling method, which aims at improving the time-to-solution performance by optimizing the process layouts among components, is extremely important for reducing both time and money costs. Scheduling problems have been around for decades and there are some valuable research efforts that have been made, such as multiprocessor scheduling [19], graph scheduling problem [20] and SPMD (single-problem-multi-data) program process scheduling [21–23]. However, the scheduling issue in current climate models becomes more and more challenging with the growing of the resolution scales and coupled physics procedures [10]. First of all, the huge solution space (3.60E+13 when using 500 processes) caused by various combinations of process layout among components and process numbers in each component makes it impossible to exhaustively search for the optimal process distributions. Besides, components differ greatly in implementation, numerical algorithms and load characteristics, which brings difficulties to schedule processes based on the performance modeling. At last, it challenges lightweight profiling because of the expensive cost of coupled climate models.

Researchers have already conducted some work to overcome these challenges. One of the most significant work is that Kim et al. suggest changing the number of processes during execution between the components through a synthetic CCSM benchmark on the Malleable Model Coupling Toolkit with the support of CHARM++ and Adaptive MPI [24, 25]. Despite these efforts, it takes 14 million CPU hours to conduct a scientific experiment (2870-year simulation) using the 1 degree coupled climate models [10].

Our paper targets at proposing an integrated scheduling mechanism in climate models to reduce the simulation time by optimizing the process layout among components, and determining the best process number assigned to each component. We take the Community Earth System Model (CESM) [26], one of the state-of-the-art and widely used coupled system models with a large code
base for more than one million and five hundred thousand LOCs, as an example. Because the heterogeneity of CESM components can cover most of the characteristics of the coupled climate system models around the world. Our method and experience achieved from our CESM study can benefit other climate system models and even other kinds of MPMD applications by making following contributions.

- **A lightweight and accurate performance model.** We propose a high-level analytic performance model based on the generalized algorithm analysis with domain knowledge. Such performance model is easier to be ported to other climate models compared to the detailed analytic performance model [16] while maintaining a satisfactory model accuracy. Further study shows that short-term simulations can represent the timing of long-term simulations effectively. Our performance model error of CESM is 13.2%, which can achieve close to 20% improvement compared to the curve fitting method [27] on Tianhe-1A.

- **An efficient scheduling strategy.** We design a two-phase scheduling strategy based on rectangular packing method to solve a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem [28]. Our method reduced the scheduling time complexity in one order of magnitude compared to the heuristic branch and bound strategy [18]. For a scale of 144 to 480 cores on typical CPU clusters, our approach can reduce the run time of simulation by 58% on arithmetic average, compared to the widely used sequential process layout. And we can save 4 million CPU hours when we conduct one standard scientific experiment (a 2870-year simulation), which equals to save $40,089 with a charge of $0.01 per CPU hour. When compared to the heuristic branch and bound algorithm [18] according to the known curve-fitting performance model, our approach achieves 26% extra performance improvement.

- **An optimization tool that is easy-to-use.** An automatic scheduling tool has been designed, implemented and verified in this work, which is
integrated into CESM script system. The user community can capture the computation time, communication time and message size of critical kernels of each process effectively and efficiently. They can build the performance model, look for the best process configuration and submit jobs tuned with the process configuration automatically.

2. Performance Analysis of CESM

In a real-world climate simulation, different components of the earth system have to be coupled to represent the interactions among global spheres and must run simultaneously as an MPMD system. The currently released CESM1.2 couples the Community Atmosphere Model Version 5 (ATM) \[29\], the Parallel Ocean Program Version 2 (OCN) \[30\], the Community Land Model Version 4 (CLM) \[31\], the Los Alamos sea ice model Version 4 (ICE) \[32\], and the river transport model (RTM) \[33\] by the coupler (CPL) \[34\]. They are all mature parallel models, in which we can utilize various computing resources supporting both distributed memory and shared memory. However, any two of the components do not communicate directly. They exchange their data through the coupler (CPL) \[34\], as Fig. 1 shows.

Typical coupled climate system models \[35\] contain the atmosphere component (ATM), the ocean component (OCN), the sea ice component (ICE), and the land component (LND). The atmosphere component is characterized by two phases, namely the dynamics and the physics. The two phases are executed in turn during each simulation time-step. The dynamics expresses the evolutionary equations for the atmospheric flow, which contains both computation and the update-halo communication. The finite-volume dynamical core (FV) is one of the most widely used atmosphere grids in the CESM. The resolution \((GLOBAL_X \times GLOBAL_Y)\), also referred as horizontal grid) is decomposed into two-dimensional blocks using a Cartesian decomposition \[27\] as shown in Fig. 2. The third dimension (depth) extends into the page. A column is referred to as a horizontal grid with its third dimension. The size of a block is defined
Figure 1: An example of inter-communications among components. The arrows indicate the inter-communication pattern in CESM. For example, the ATM and OCN exchange interfacial flux and state data via CPL; the CPL has grid information for both ATM and OCN and carries out intergrid interpolation of state and flux data, and then sends the new data back to the ATM and OCN.

by the input parameters BLOCK\_X and BLOCK\_Y, and presents Block(i, j) along with its four neighbouring blocks in the two horizontal dimensions. Each block is assigned to a process, and it has a halo of ghost cells that permit tasks to proceed independently with minimal communication and synchronization, called update-halo. In each step, all processes have to exchange the values of physical variables by ghost cells. The main cost of physics is calculation in each independent column. Each column may be assigned with different amounts of workloads depending on the actual terrain.

Each time-step of the ocean component is divided into two phases, namely, baroclinic and barotropic. The baroclinic solver is computationally intensive. It utilizes an explicit time integration method for the three-dimensional fluid equations. This solver is a typical stencil-like program. The preconditioned
conjugate gradient solver for the barotropic phase mainly consists of a two-dimensional nine-point stencil operator. This solver contains a lot of update-halo operations (similar to the ATM component) and collective communications. The collective communication is implemented using MPI_Allreduce.

The ice component acts as a barrier between the polar atmosphere and the ocean to hinder flux exchange, such as heat and greenhouse gas. Update-halo is a critical part with significant irregularity, and its computational cost is mainly manifested where sea ice exists. This part suffers load imbalance owing to that the sea ice changes both spatially and temporally during a climate simulation.

The land component is a single-column model with a nested sub-grid hierarchy. Its grids are composed of multiple land-units, each with multiple snow/soil with multiple plant types. The columns are grouped into blocks of nearly equal computational cost, and these blocks are subsequently assigned to MPI processes.

The grid partitions and high-level kernels are common senses in the climate models [36, 37]. Our performance model based on these high-level kernels can benefit other climate models easily.
3. Model-based Process Scheduling Optimization

Our model-based process-scheduling optimization tool uses two steps to improve time-to-solution performance, namely, predicting the runtime of the coupled climate system models, and determining the best process configuration.

A lightweight performance model is built to predict runtime of each component on a given machine. The inputs of the performance model are the resolution, total process number, and the domain decomposition scheme (refers to the problem of determining the number of processes in x and y directions). The domain decomposition can be obtained in the CESM script system. The output is the estimated runtime of each component of the given number of processes. We then look for the best process configuration with the guidance of the performance model output.

3.1. Predicting the Runtime

As Fig. 3 shows that the ATM, OCN, ICE and LND components account for 95% of the total runtime. Therefore, we focus on detailed modeling of the OCN and ATM components and use a holistic modeling method for the LND and ICE components. The LND component takes a relatively short time. The ICE component has a serious load imbalance issue, and the kernels are inconspicuous. In the holistic modeling of the LND and ICE components, we estimate the computation and communication time. Their sum is the total runtime of the component because BSP programming \[38\] is a common method in climate models.

The computational model is built according to the horizontal grid number. We associate the number of grids of each process to the computation runtime, which has the advantages of estimating the other cases with different resolutions. The forecast for the computation time is shown is Eq. 1.

The forecast for the computation time is shown is Eq. 1.

\[
T_{comp}(P) = a \times (GLOBAL_X \times GLOBAL_Y) \times P^i \times (\log_2(P))^j + b
\] (1)
Figure 3: Time percentage of each component in a 30-day CESM sequential run using different number of processes on TH_HPCA (cf. Table 1). A sequential run is that the components share the same process pool.

In Eq. 1, $GLOBAL_X$ and $GLOBAL_Y$ are the total number of grids in x direction and y direction, $P$ is the number of processes, $a$ and $b$ are the model parameters, $i$ and $j$ are in range of [-2,2] to determine the complexity of desired fitting functions [39].

The communication model is divided into two parts, namely, the point-to-point (p2p) communication model and the collective communication model. We focus on modeling the update-halo communication (multi-p2p communications) in strong scaling. A large amount of update-halo communication leads to large overhead and presents a great challenge if we try to model individual sent and received messages. According to HOCKEY model [40], the p2p communication time can be modelled as Eq. 2. Variable $S_{total}$ is total communication volume, which can be calculated according to the resolution and domain decomposition (cf. Section 2), as Eq. 3 shows. Model parameters $a$ and $b$ are taken as the transferring speed and the network latency.

$$T_{halo}(S_{total}) = a * S_{total} + b$$

(2)

The total halo size $S_{total}$ equals to Eq. 3 $P_X$ and $P_Y$ are the numbers of processes in x and y directions, and iter is the iteration times that is fixed for
a given resolution. The variables $P_X$, $P_Y$, $iter$, $GLOBAL_X$, $GLOBAL_Y$ and $ghost$ can be found in the configuration files (as Fig. 2 shows in Section 2).

$$S_{total} = iter \times ghost \times \left( \left\lfloor \frac{GLOBAL_X}{P_X} \right\rfloor + \left\lfloor \frac{GLOBAL_Y}{P_X} \right\rfloor \right) \times \left\lfloor \frac{GLOBAL_X}{P_X} \right\rfloor \times \left\lfloor \frac{GLOBAL_Y}{P_X} \right\rfloor \quad (3)$$

The collective communication pattern in CESM is MPI Allreduce. Eq. 4 shows the running time for a binomial tree MPI Allreduce.

$$T_{allreduce}(P) = a \times \log_2(P) + b \quad (4)$$

3.2. Process Scheduling

Process scheduling in our work aims to determine the best number of processes assigned to each component, and the process layout across components, as shown in Fig. 4. The input is the estimated runtime of each component using the given number of processes. The output is the best process configuration.

We design a two-phase (process layout generation and process scheduling searching) process scheduling strategy based on the rectangular packing (RP) method [41] to further improve the searching efficiency and scalability. Thus the problem is how to pack the rectangles together into a container and the container size should be minimum. However, traditional RP can only deal with rectangles with fixed length and width. In our situation, the length differs, and the width varies with the change in length.

The solution space in process scheduling is up to $(m!)^2 \times p^m$, where $m$ represents the active component numbers, $p$ is the total number of processes. Because one has to consider the process layout across the components $(m!)^2$ and the number of processes assigned to each component $p^m$ at the same time. As we can see, when the parallelism reaches 500 cores with four tuning components, the solution space can be as large as 3.60E+13. Traditional methods usually cannot
Figure 4: A general example of our process scheduling strategy based on the rectangle packing method.

solve this kind of onlinear multi-modal functions optimization (NMFO) problem efficiently and effectively. One previous work uses the mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem to search the process configuration. MINLP has to give constraints of each process layout to complete the searching procedure. Besides, whether MINLP can get the collective optimal solution is sensitive to the initial value.

3.2.1. Process Layout Generation

We decouple the process layout and the number of processes of each component in the process layout generation part. The process layout generation part can be performed offline once the number of components is determined. We first enumerate all possible layouts and then remove the reduplicative layouts.

Generally, we classify the reduplicative layouts into two categories. The first category comprises the layouts with the same relative positions. In Fig. 5, the numbers indicate the relative positions among the rectangles by serialization. The three figures are considered three process layouts across components in the traditional method. However, the relative positions of the three rectangles are the same. Our strategy regards them as one process layout. The second category of reduplicative layouts includes the layouts that are symmetrical to one another, as shown in Fig. 6. The time complexity of process layout generation is $O(m!)$, where $m$ is the component number ($m = 4$ in this paper).
3.2.2. Process-scheduling Searching

In the process-scheduling searching part, we search for the best solution in the range of the total number of processes among the process layouts. Given the inherent serial parts and communication overhead, the component runtime will not decrease once it reaches a certain threshold of process number (sweet-spots). The computing resource needs not be further increased. Therefore, we can eliminate all situations that are out of the threshold. The threshold can be
known through the output of the performance model.

We cache the optimal sub-layout information to avoid duplication of searching. When more than two components exist, we define a rectangle group (such as Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) that contains at least two components as a sub-layout. Such a group may be repeated in different process layouts. We determine the optimal solution for different numbers of processes through multiple times of Fibonacci searching [43], and cache the optimal results for this group, and reuse the results when we find the same group again. As Fig. 5 is shown, the two rectangles above can be considered as the sub-layout of the three rectangles.

We cache the best process configuration (total run time, total process number, the number of processes of each rectangular, and the position of each rectangular) using different numbers of processes. That information can be used when searching for the best process configuration of three or more rectangles during later searching.

Finding sweet-spots and caching the sub-layout information can help us save up to 30% online searching time. As mentioned before, we assume that the runtime of a component is a convex function on the distribution of the process number; in other words, the runtime function has only one minimum point. The number of processes, that is larger than the number of processes at the minimum point, are being pruned.

The time complexity of each Fibonacci searching is $O(\log p)$. So the time complexity of process scheduling searching is $O((\log m)^2p)$. In summary, the time complexity of our process scheduling strategy is $O(m!\log m)^2p)$. The process layout generation can be performed offline and we can use the bitwise store to save the disk space.

4. Implementation

A process configuration system is designed, implemented, and verified in this work. We integrate our system into the CESM script. As Fig.7 shows, the system consists of four modules, namely, Performance Model Builder, Process
Scheduling, Process Configuration, and Time Parser. The Performance Model Builder Module (corresponding to Section 3.1) estimates the computation and communication performances using the effective performance data provided by the Time Parser Module. The computation and communication performance models are then generated and their outputs are fed into the Process Scheduling Module. The Process Scheduling (corresponding to Section 3.2) is used to find a solution to improve the CESM performance. The Process Configuration Module is used to rearrange the processes configuration according to the Process Scheduling Module.

Our profiling tool is integrated into Time Parser Module. We mark each MPI operation by a unique ID (e.g. MPI\_SEND ID is 15). We use PROFILE\_START (ID) and PROFILE\_STOP (ID, message\_size) to collect the time cost and communication size of each MPI command. All profiling data are written into the file at MPI\_Finalize in order to reduce the profiling overhead. We capture the CESM profile information by instrumenting PROFILE\_INIT() and PROFILE\_FINISH() into the main programs of each kernel of CESM files to
control the profile scope.

Once the new case is created, the build script will add the common environment definition of the profiling tool to the *Macros* and *Makefile*. It will be automatically propagated to each component setup and build scripts. The user community can choose to use either the existing offline model to rearrange the process configuration, or build a new performance model online.

The Process Configuration Module includes a post-verification step. The module will parse the timing files of each run of the CESM and check the deviation between the time of model run and the predicted time of our performance model. If the deviation reaches a user-defined threshold, then our tools will restart the performance model building phase. We use this method to follow the change of the given computing environment.

5. Performance Evaluation

We conduct our experiments on three parallel platforms as is shown in Table 1. As a petascale supercomputer, Tianhe-1A features a massively parallel processor (MPP) architecture of hybrid CPU-GPU computing. A proprietary high-speed interconnection network, the TH-net, is designed and implemented to enhance the communication capabilities of the system. The topology of the TH-net is an optoelectronic hybrid, hierarchical fat tree. The MPI implementation on the Tianhe-1A is customized to achieve high-bandwidth and low latency data transfers. TH_HPCA is a dedicated-use cluster that only has 16 compute nodes for a total of 192 cores. HP cluster is also a dedicated-use cluster with 1024 nodes. The networks of TH_HPCA and HP Cluster are both InfiniBand QDR.

We use control run simulation (named B1850) with the resolution of f19_g16 (ATM and LND: 144 x 96 horizontal grid; OCN and ICE: 384 x 320 x 78) as our test case. B1850 represents all active components for pre-industrial simulation, and is used to place the climate model into a stable state before any historical experiments and projection experiments. The test case is scientifically validated
Table 1: Parallel platforms used in the evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tianhe-1A</th>
<th>TH_HPCA</th>
<th>HP cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>2× Intel Xeon X5670 (6 cores)</td>
<td>2× Intel Xeon X5650 (6 cores)</td>
<td>2× Intel Xeon X5550 (4 cores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2.93GHz</td>
<td>2.67GHz</td>
<td>2.67GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>icc 11.1</td>
<td>icc 11.0.069</td>
<td>icc 11.0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>MPICH2 Version 1.4.1p1</td>
<td>Intel MPI Version 3.2</td>
<td>Intel MPI Version 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File System</td>
<td>Lustre</td>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>Lustre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>TH-net (Fat-tree)</td>
<td>InfiniBand QDR (Fat-tree)</td>
<td>InfiniBand DDR (Fat-tree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node Number</td>
<td>7168</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

according to the CESM website [44]. The case is also the control run experiment of the IPCC AR5 experiments [45]. We do not consider I/O in current method because of the large disturbance of I/O.

In this paper, we performance modeling the B1850_f19_g16 on TH_HPCA, and compare the performance model error with the simple curve-fitting model [27]. We test the performance improvement of B1850_f19_g16 on Tianhe-1A and HP cluster.

We profile the case B1850_f19_g16 at two parallelisms (12 and 96 processes) to determine the model parameters. The performance model is verified in two aspects, namely, profiling overhead and model accuracy. In Section 5.1, we discuss the profiling overhead and the reason for using a 3-day simulation to predict the CESM runtime. In Section 5.2 we show the performance results of case B1850_f19_g16.

5.1. Profiling Overhead

Fig. 8 shows the time variance of each model hour of the ATM, LND, and ICE components at different model days in a half model year simulation, which is the arithmetic average of the three measurements on Tianhe-1A. The large variance is due to the imbalance computation load from a diurnal cycle. The time cost is large during the noon for the three components because of the increasing computation of radiation. At the end of each day, the components usually have
Figure 8: Time cost of each model hour on model dates 10101, 10301, and 10501. For example, ‘10301’ means that the first day (‘01’) of the third month (‘03’) of the first year (‘1’) in the model.

Table 2: Time cost of the process scheduling strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of cores</th>
<th>144</th>
<th>192</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
<th>3.12M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our strategy(s)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>52.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch and bound(s)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>33.28</td>
<td>&gt;3600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process scheduling time is shown in Table 2. We search for the result using four components, and compare our strategy to Branch and Bound [23] method. When the process number reaches 3.12e6 (equals to the total process number of Tianhe-1A), the Branch and Bound method fails to find a solution within an acceptable time. In contrast, the time of our strategy is within one
Table 3: The performance model on TH_HPCA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Computation model</th>
<th>Communication model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATM</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comp}}(P) = 0.07 \times (144 \times 96)/P + 21.07$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comp}}(P) = 0.09 \times (144 \times 96)/P + 14.68$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{halo}}(S_{\text{total}}) = 0.000006 \times S_{\text{total}} - 21.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comp}}(P) = 0.09 \times (144 \times 96)/P + 14.68$</td>
<td>$S_{\text{total}} = nsteps \times 2 \times 26 \times (P \times Y \times 144 + P \times X \times 96 - P \times X \times P \times Y)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCN</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comp}}(P) = 0.02 \times (384 \times 320)/P + 18.97$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{halo}}(S_{\text{total}}) = 0.0000025 \times S_{\text{total}} - 0.68$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroclinic</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comp}}(P) = 0.02 \times (384 \times 320)/P + 18.97$</td>
<td>$S_{\text{total}} = nsteps \times 2 \times 2 \times 60 \times (P \times Y \times 384 + P \times X \times 320 - P \times X \times P \times Y)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barotropic</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comp}}(P) = 0.01 \times (384 \times 320)/P + 0.14$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{coll}}(P) = 26.48 \times \log(P) - 93.88$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comp}}(P) = 0.01 \times (384 \times 320)/P - 4.96$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comm}} = (0.16 \times P - 2.83)/P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LND</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comp}}(P) = -0.01 \times (144 \times 96)/P + 69.27$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{comm}} = (0.12 \times P - 0.31)/P$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

minute which can be ignored compared with the simulation time.

5.2. Accuracy of the Performance Model

The performance model of case B1850_f19_g16 on TH_HPCA is shown in Table 3. Take physics in ATM component and baroclinic in OCN component as an example, the computation model parameter $a = 0.07$ of the physics is larger than the one of baroclinic ($a = 0.02$). This result is influenced by the computation amount, which relates to the resolution in the performance model. The horizontal resolution of the OCN component is 384 x 320 horizontal grid, and that of physics in the ATM component is 144 x 96, which makes the actual time of baroclinic scales faster than that of the physics as Fig. 9 shows. Fig. 10 illustrates that the update-halo of the dynamic in the ATM component and that of the baroclinic in the OCN component share the similar runtime performance of strong scaling. The parameter values of the baroclinic are smaller than those of the dynamic. This result is due to that the update-halo happens among the blocks covered by the sea, and those who are covered by land are ignored, which
Figure 9: Computation time of physics and baroclinic. The blue lines are the predicted runtime of performance model. The red stars are the real time cost using different number of processes.

Figure 10: Update-halo time of dynamic and baroclinic. The blue lines are the predicted runtime of performance model. The red stars are the real time cost using different number of processes.
in turn makes the total message size and communication time small.

In Table 3, \( P_X \) and \( P_Y \) are the numbers of processes in x and y directions, respectively. The total message size equals to the amount of communication in one update-halo step multiplied by the number of steps (\( n_{steps} \)). Fig. 11 shows the communication time is nearly linearly scaling with the communication size.

The performance model is listed in Table 3.

The interpolation and extrapolation model errors on TH_HPCA are shown in Fig. 12. The ICE component has a relatively large error up to 26%, but the error of curve-fitting model is even larger. The error of the ICE component comes from the serious load imbalance. The ice component has to balance the time cost of radiation computation from Arctic and Antarctic, as well as the horizontal transport tracer halo and elastic-viscous-plastic sub-cycling halo [46]. The halo cost dependents on the distribution of the ice block, and as the computation time falls, the update-halo time rises. Such an imbalance causes a significant challenge to performance modeling. Nonetheless, the ICE component reaches its peak performance at 168 processes. We then ignore all of the predicted ICE component results with process number larger than 168. Currently we are further investigating this issue in advance.

Figure 11: Performance of update-halo in baroclinic of the OCN component for 3-day run on TH_HPCA.
Fig. 12 shows the curve-fitting model error. Worley et al. use Amdahl’s law to build the performance model for each component. The model is 

\[ T_{\text{component}} = \frac{a}{P} + b \times P^c + d \]

where \( P \) is the number of compute nodes. The entire CESM error of the curve-fitting model can be as high as 20% and the component error is up to 56% at 480 processes. Such coarse-grained curve-fitting modeling lacks insight into the communication roadmap and characteristics of each kernel. Moreover, the higher order terms of the curve-fitting performance model according to the Amdahl’s law are redundant, which in turn increases the profiling times but cannot improve the model precision. Our performance model uses 12 and 96 processes as the profiling points, and the curve-fitting model uses 12, 48, 96, and 144 processes as the profiling points. Our model error is 30% smaller, and we further reduce the profiling points from 4 to 2 during the model construction.

Table 4 shows our model error of each component using different profiling number of processes on TH_HPCA. The model errors may become larger when performing extrapolation of the performance model. When we use profiling points of 48 and 192 processes to build the performance model, the model error of the ATM component with 12 processes increases to 15.37%. The model error
Table 4: Performance model error of B1850_f19_g16 using different profiling points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profiling points</th>
<th># of cores</th>
<th>ATM</th>
<th>OCN</th>
<th>LND</th>
<th>ICE</th>
<th>CESM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12, 48</td>
<td>2.15%</td>
<td>5.37%</td>
<td>5.17%</td>
<td>5.17%</td>
<td>2.91%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>7.44%</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>3.83%</td>
<td>3.78%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48, 12</td>
<td>13.29%</td>
<td>-8.0%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>8.62%</td>
<td>-1.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96, 192</td>
<td>-3.2%</td>
<td>1.90%</td>
<td>2.77%</td>
<td>-3.3%</td>
<td>-1.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48, 96</td>
<td>15.37%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-8.0%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-3.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>2.91%</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
<td>-5.1%</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
<td>2.03%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96, 12</td>
<td>8.17%</td>
<td>-14%</td>
<td>-3.5%</td>
<td>-16%</td>
<td>-7.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
<td>-7.6%</td>
<td>2.78%</td>
<td>-3.9%</td>
<td>-3.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the ICE component increases to 16.33%, and the model error of the OCN component increases to 14.65% using profiling points of 96 and 192 processes to extrapolate the solution time with 12 processes. According to Table 4, the model errors are less than nearly 15% with different profiling points, which prove the effectiveness of our performance model.

In summary, our model error lies in two aspects. The first aspect is decomposition. The data decomposition in a CESM run is set to AUTO. Various decomposition can lead to performance fluctuation, including the update-halo performance and even the computation load of each process. The second aspect is the system effect [47], which refers to the influence of the system and other applications, including the memory and network contention.

5.3. Performance Improvement

With the guidance of our performance model, the runtime performance is improved by up to 58.49% on Tianhe-1A, and 57.98% on HP cluster (Fig. 13 and Fig. 14). We can save 4 million CPU hours when we conduct one 2870-year simulation, which equals to save $40,089 with a charge of $0.01 per CPU hour. We compare the CESM default process configuration and the curve-fitting model on Tianhe-1A using our process scheduling strategy. Our model has 26.15% performance improvement compared with the curve-fitting model on Tianhe-1A, and 23.47% on HP cluster.

The performance model accuracy can greatly affect the tuning results. The
Figure 13: Performance improvement of B1850.f19.g16 on Tianhe-1A. Simulated year per computation day is a performance indicator of the coupled climate models, the higher, the better. The process number of each component and the process layout across component are marked on the figure. The layout is different from others on 360 processes. It is because the process number allocated to the ICE and LND components are 168 which reaches their peak performance according to the performance model. We have 58% performance improvements using 480 cores, which can help to save $40,089 for one 2870-year scientific experiment with a charge of $0.01 per CPU hour.

DLB\textsuperscript{[24,48]} method has 33.8% performance improvement on CCSM benchmark. On the contrary, our process scheduling strategy ensures to search optimal solution within the feasible solutions for process layout and number of processes. The DLB method can only search for the best number of process of each component under the condition of a given total process number and the same process layout across components.
6. Related Work

6.1. Process Scheduling

There are two common process scheduling methods: dynamic process scheduling (DPS) and static process scheduling (SPS). DPS is applied in the D.Kim et al.'s work [25, 48]. D.Kim et al. change the process number during execution both within and between the components through a synthetic CCSM benchmark on the Malleable Model Coupling Toolkit [24] with the support of CHARM++ and Adaptive MPI. They build and adjust the performance model by using the measurement data continuously collected from previous iterations during the each model simulation day by tracing the operations in CPL of CCSM benchmark. Predictions from the performance model are used to guide process scheduling decisions. They re-allocate the process every model day in a range of $2^0$ to $2^5$ processes until the algorithm is convergence, as such a method can be converged at a local optimal value in solving such complex multi-modal
function optimization problems. Although such a DPS technique needs limited prior knowledge about the performance characteristics, it requires that the real coupled climate models have the ability to dynamically re-allocate computational resources at runtime, which is not supported in the current climate models. Moreover, their DPS strategy can be easily trapped at a local optimal value in solving such complex multi-modal function optimization problems. In general, DPS usually has a strong reliance on the software environment. It can easily leave the burden of providing accurate load information on when and how to re-balance the application. Various process scheduling strategies and algorithms have been proposed to support DPS. Centralized strategies, which collect the information onto one process, and decision algorithms run sequentially. Such methods may show good performance in a small parallelism, but when it comes to thousands of processes, it raises the performance bottleneck because of the memory capacity of the single process. Hierarchical strategies are proposed. They generate a group of processes and collect information at the root of them. A higher level of the hierarchy receives the aggregate information, and although reducing the memory cost of profiling, it suffers excessive data collection at the lower level of the hierarchy. Soon-Heum Ko and Felipe Bertrand employ the dynamic process scheduling on the multi-physics coupled components.

SPS is a common approach to improve the performance of the large-scale scientific computing applications. A heuristic static process scheduling algorithm is applied to the Fragment Molecular Orbital (FMO) Method along with a curve-fitting based performance model. Alexeev et al. use branch and bound algorithm to look for a suitable process number for the application. The authors used the Branch and Bound (BB) method to determine the best process number with one component. Such a method shows great performance on FMO since it is a one-dimensional optimization problem. It is not suitable for CESM. Because there are four important components in CESM that must be considered into load balancing, which results in a three-dimensional optimization problem. The solution space of our load balance problem is up to
10^{13}$, and the overhead of the BB method is beyond the limitation. What’s more, the higher order terms of the curve-fitting performance model according to the Amdahl’s law\cite{23, 51} are redundant, which increases the profiling times but cannot improve the model precision. The model error is 30% larger than ours.

6.2. Performance Modeling

In general, there are three methods of performance modeling: simulation modeling, empirical performance modeling, and analytic performance modeling. Simulation modeling \cite{52, 53} uses the simulator to reconstruct the behavior of the application, which usually takes an excessive amount of time. An empirical performance model \cite{54} is established by observing the macro performance of an application on specific machines. An analytical performance model\cite{55, 56} usually counts the number of basic operations, including float-point operations, memory accesses, etc. Such models have to be designed carefully to trade off the model parameters versus the required accuracy\cite{57}. A great deal of work has been done using semi-analytical modeling\cite{57, 59}. This approach models the performance of kernels empirically and composes them analytically as the whole performance model.

Considering the complexity of CESM, lots of work has been done on performance modeling. Alexeev et al. \cite{23} use the curve-fitting method to predict the performance. Although their performance model has low overhead, the model accuracy cannot be satisfied due to the lack of considering the kernel characteristics and the hardware and software interaction, the error of their performance model can achieve even up to 56%, which leads to a 26% performance decrease when using the model for CESM tuning. Kerbyson et al. \cite{60} built a fine-grained sample-based performance model for the POP component in the fat-tree InfiniBand network. They modeled the performance of kernels of POP by analyzing the algorithm and using the mathematical expressions for predicting performance metrics. This work has inspired us in how to build a lightweight and accurate performance model.
7. Conclusion

We are at a critical juncture in the evolution of high-performance computing, from tera-scale to peta-scale, even to exa-scale, with an increasing amount of parallelism. The era of increasing the concurrency among components is coming with the approach of combing multiple MPI programs to simulate one complex scenario becoming more and more common. We demonstrate a promising approach that can significantly reduce the computation time of complex multi-model simulation with a smart process scheduler.

We design and implement a model-based process scheduler for the CESM—a coupled climate system model. We believe our work and experience provide an important base for automatic process scheduling among multi-model physical simulations. We use a rectangular packing method to schedule the process layouts among components, which lowers the complexity of the problem from $O((mp)^m)$ to $O(m!\log^m p)$, where $m$ is the number of components, and $p$ is the number of processes. For a scale of 144 cores to 480 cores on typical CPU clusters, our approach runs for less than one minute and can reduce the run time of simulation by 58% on arithmetic average and save $40,089 with a charge of $0.01 per CPU hour, compared with the widely used sequential process layout. Compared with the heuristic branch and bound searching algorithm according to the known curve-fitting performance model, our approach achieves 26% additional performance benefits.

With this advanced scheduler in hand, we will reduce the performance variance across clusters obviously and take the best utilization of different parallel computers, thus brings us a better simulation system, which can improve the computing efficiency of observation-simulation integration system enabling faster climate knowledge discovery and prediction.

Considering that memory/network contention may lead to decreased performance, we will concentrate on taking them in our future work to improve our performance model and scheduling strategy.
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